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Abstract 

This paper reports a case study of a large migration program and the benefits of FSP approach to exploit the 
similarities among applications to be migrated and the defect analysis feedback loop. FSP approach is an acronym 
for- Fix the core issue-Fix Similar defects-Prevent occurrence of similar defects. The paper argues that there are 
substantial similarities in large migration programs and these could be exploited to expedite the causal analysis to 
reduce the time taken in inspection and fault detection and helps prevent faults thus reducing the effort and cost taken 
in migration. This paper modelled the FSP approach and simulated it with program data. Results validate the claim 
made by FSP approach with increasing similarity. Gains made by FSP approach in reducing the work with undetected 
faults and fault prevention are substantial. Effectiveness of FSP approach is dependent on degree of similarity among 
the applications being migrated. It appears from results FSP is essentially a quality assurance approach and reduction 
in effort and cost of migration are added benefits. FSP approach involves double loop learning. 
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1. Introducing the program  

The client is a global company with investment banking and brokerage operations worldwide and is 
one of the world's largest financial institutions in the world. The client has embarked on an enterprise 
wide transformation program called Escape involving migration from Sybase estate to firm’s strategic 
databases MS SQL server and Oracle. The Vendor, one of the largest IT service and business solution 
providers, partnered with client for end-to end activities involving assessment & program roadmap 
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preparation, migration and de-commissioning of Sybase instances. Program Management unit of the 
vendor organization collaborated with other units of the vendor organization to execute this program. 
Authors of the paper are associates of the vendor organization. Program is being executed in Managed 
Services Mode (MSM) with a fixed price contract having commitments of progressive price reductions 
spanning over 18 months. This was a challenge and to overcome this and manage the program within the 
budget, quality assurance activities were identified as one of the focus areas. Quality assurance is a not an 
add-on. It helps reduce time taken in identifying faults, preventing them from recurrence and reducing 
rework. Towards this, program management team developed and deployed FSP approach for defect 
management. 

1.1. Program background and business drivers  

Year 2008 spelt doom for many finance companies due to global economic meltdown. But, the client 
company took advantage of the situation to buy investment-banking and trading divisions of a financial 
company to significantly expand its earnings. This acquisition has brought many software applications 
into the fold of the client and increased the Sybase foot print. Early 2009 client realized that dependence 
on Sybase increased enterprise level risks as follows. 
• Sybase does not have the revenue base to sustain R&D  
• Sybase commercial strategy is to maximize revenue at the expense of longer term relationships.  

This prompted the client to rationalize the DB estate and identify MS SQL Server and Oracle strategic 
DB options for the enterprise in order to achieve the following benefits. 
• Greater efficiency in engineering and operations, and  
• Greater flexibility in cross-deploying development staff. 

1.2. The FSP Approach  

The traditional approach to defect management had heavy emphasis on fault detection. The process for 
this consisted of walkthroughs, inspection and various levels of testing. This lacked comprehensive 
approach to defect management with little focus on defect elimination leading to zero defects. Also, the 
similarities that exist in large migration programs are not considered in the defect prevention activities. 
 

Fig. 1. The FSP approach 
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The best outcome of Defect Management is having zero defects by eliminating defects all together. 
This difficult task is targeted through a structured and comprehensive approach namely FSP Approach 
developed based on Poka-yoke Quality Assurance process of Toyota Production System (TPS).  

Invented in 1960s by Shingo (1997) a leading proponent of statistical process control (SPC), but 
disillusioned with SPC approach in which statistical sampling implies that some products go untested and 
defects will eventually reach the customer. Poka-yoke meaning preventing inadvertent defects is centered 
on the idea that defects are totally prevented to occur or they are early detected and corrected. Even 
though this technique was initially adopted in manufacturing domain, the underlying philosophy is readily 
applicable to software development as well. Schulmeyer (1990) and Tierney (1995) refer to Poka-yoke 
explicitly, but many other software quality experts have also championed detection and prevention 
methods in software. As Beizer (1990) observes in Software Testing Techniques, “We are humans and 
there will be bugs. To the extent that quality assurance fails at its primary purpose of bug prevention it 
must achieve a secondary goal of bug detection”. Expressing similar sentiment Steve Maguire (1993) 
observed in ‘Writing Solid Code’ that all of the techniques and guidelines presented in this book are the 
result of programmers asking themselves two questions: (1) How could I have automatically detected this 
bug? (2) How could I have prevented this bug?  

FSP approach lays emphasis on fixing the defects and preventing reoccurrence. Prevention is made 
possible either by eliminating the defect completely through automated tools, utilities, checklists etc. or 
through early detection. This approach dovetails seamlessly into lessons learned process leading to 
continuous improvement of quality, which helps cost reduction. FSP helps take specific actions to detect 
the defects early in the life cycle (preferably in the same stage / step or subsequent stage / step). 

1.3. Double loop learning in FSP approach 

 

Fig. 2. Double Loop Learning in FSP approach 

FSP approach involves double loop learning with single loop learning at its core. In this program, 
migration work is performed and inspection of performed work is done to detect faults. Once faults are 
identified strategies are made to remove the faults. This is a standard cycle of inspection, detection and 
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correction and involves single loop learning. FSP approach brings in another cycle of added learning 
wherein similarity dimensions are identified for applications being migrated, extent of similarities are 
assessed, causes are identified and cause defect ratio is determined. Strategies formulated in single loop 
learning are reformulated to exploit the similarities for defect detection, correction and prevention. 
Strategy reformulation involves developing tools, utilities, checklists and templates that exploit the 
similarities in the applications to be migrated and understanding the ‘content’ of the program better. 
Quality assurance does not come free and additional step involved in double loop learning in identifying 
exploiting similarities takes additional effort. However, this investment pays rich dividends later in the 
form of enhanced quality and effort and cost reduction. Table 1 describes the dimensions of similarities 
and Table 2 describes the extent / degree of similarities among applications to be migrated across the 
dimensions. 

Table 1. Dimensions of similarity 

Dimensions of 
similarities  

Includes  Remarks  

Technology 
spread 

Core data base, application code, drivers 
connecting application to database 

Technological spread similarity is the most important dimension 
of similarity. The reason being that this program is about 
migration of applications from one data base to another.  

Business 
functionality 

Equity and Compliance are 2 types of the 
business functionalities that applications 
implement.  

Business functionality is the added dimension which checks if 
the applications being migrated are in equity space or 
compliance space.  

Infrastructure Environment, Operating systems etc.  Infrastructure similarity is least important in this context.  

Table 2. Degrees of similarities  

Percentage of 
Applications 

40% 60% 50%   

Technological 
Similarity 

Business Function 
Similarity 

Infrastructure 
Similarity 

Extent of 
Similarity 

Overall Similarity 

0.12 1 1 1 0.8 0.096 

0.08 1 0 1 0.6 0.048 

0.12 1 1 0 0.7 0.084 

0.18 0 1 1 0.4 0.072 

0.12 0 0 1 0.2 0.024 

0.08 1 0 0 0.5 0.04 

0.18 0 1 0 0.3 0.054 

0.12 0 0 0 0 0.418 

1      

2. Understanding the dynamics of FSP approach: System Dynamics Model 

System dynamics as discussed in Sterman (2001) and Mohapatra et al. (1994) is an approach to 
understand non-linear behavior of complex systems over time. It applies to dynamic problems arising in 
any complex dynamic system characterized by interdependence, mutual interaction, information 
feedback, and circular causality. Non-linear behavior underlies all complex systems. Non-linearity cannot 
be guessed intuitively and simulation is the only means to create and articulate this behavior. System 
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dynamicists captured the informational representations of software development process modelling quite 
effectively. A thorough set of investigations of system dynamics modelling of software development 
process can be found in the works of Abdel-Hamid and his colleagues (Abdel-Hamid & Madnick, 1986; 
Abdel-Hamid, 1989; Abdel-Hamid et al., 1993, 1994).  

2.1. The Base Model 

FSP approach increases productivity by eliminating faults through prevention and early detection of 
errors. The base model captures the same through the following levels:- Work to be done; Work done 
correctly; Work with detected faults; and Work with undetected faults. Productivity increases 
through: Reduction of faults and Early detection of faults. 

As the number of faults (defects) decreases through prevention the amount of rework decreases, while 
early detection decreases rework as well as the time taken to detect the faults and resolving them. Earlier 
the faults are detected less rework is done is established principle of project management. Figure 3 shows 
the core system dynamics model. Names of variables used in the model are given in Table 3. 
 

 

Fig. 3. The base system dynamics model 
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Table 3. Variables used in the system dynamics model 

Variable Name Variable Type  Description  
Work with undetected faults  Level Total amount of work with undetected faults  
Work to be done  Level Total amount of work in the project  
Work done correctly Level  Total amount of work done correctly without faults  
Work with detected faults  Level  Total amount of work wherein faults have been detected  
WTBD R  Rate Work to be done due to rework 
WIF R Rate  Work Inflow rate  
WDC R Rate Rate of work done correctly  
WDF R Rate Rate of work done with faults  
WUF R  Rate  Rate of work with undetected faults  
WDFC R Rate  Work done with fault correction  
Extent of error prevention  Auxiliary Percentage of work that is automated through tools and utilities and hence it is 

error free.  
Extent of early detection  Auxiliary Percentage of error-prone work where errors are detected in the early stages of the 

migration process. 
Propensity for Error Normal Auxiliary Percentage of errors injected during manual completion of non-automated work. 
Productivity Normal Auxiliary Normal rate of execution of work in terms of work components per day. 
Fault Resolution Productivity Auxiliary Rate of execution of work containing early detected errors. 
AWNR Auxiliary Averaged value for work needing re-work 

3. Results Obtained From Simulation of System Dynamics (SD) Model 

3.1. 3.1 Policy-wise comparison of critical parameters 

System dynamics model demonstrating the FSP approach is simulated for 4 policies namely: 
• No FSP approach implemented.  
• FSP approach implemented for applications with a low level of similarity (0 < similarity < 0.35).  
• FSP approach implemented for applications with a moderate level of similarity (0.35 <similarity< 0.7). 
• FSP approach implemented for applications with a high level of similarity (0.7 < similarity < 1). 

Table 4. Summary simulation results for all policies 

 No FSP Approach FSP Approach Implemented for different Similarity levels 
  Low Similarity Moderate Similarity High Similarity 
Project 
Completion 
Time 

398 Days 410 Days 383 days 355 Days 

Project 
Completion 
Costs  

Project implementation costs 
at around 7.5 million 
currency units (assuming 
dollars from now on). 

Project implementation costs 
at around 7.7 million dollars, 
2.6% higher than No-FSP 
implementation scenario. 

Project implementation costs 
at 7.23 million dollars, 3.6% 
lower than No-FSP 
implementation scenario. 

 
Project implementation Costs 
at 6.72 million dollars, nearly 
10.4% lower than No-FSP 
implementation scenario. 
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 No FSP Approach FSP Approach Implemented for different Similarity levels 
  Low Similarity Moderate Similarity High Similarity 

Re-work / 
Work Ratio 

 
Re-work to work ratio 
constant at 25% determined 
by the level of error 
proneness (nearly 37% for 
non-automated work), level 
of early detection (constant at 
35%) and level of error 
prevention (constant at 75%). 

Re-work to work ratio 
initially at 25% decreases to 
15% over time. Reasons for 
decrease attributed to lower 
percentage of re-work due to 
early detection (65%) and 
error prevention. 

Re-work to work ratio 
initially at 25% decreases by 
a third to 10%. Decrease due 
to a higher extent of early 
detection (80%) and error 
prevention. The ratio of work 
with detected faults to work 
with undetected faults 
increases to 3.5:1 during the 
end of simulation. 

 
Re-work to work ratio 
initially at 25% decreases to 
1.2% by end of project. 
Decrease due to high extent 
of early detection (90%) and 
error prevention (95%). 

Productivity 
levels 

 

Productivity is nearly 6% less 
than the base value of 
productivity owing to 
inspection, detection and 
resolution of faulty work. No 
improvements in productivity 
because other parameters 
remain constant. The initial 
value of productivity is 
higher than in the case where 
FSP approach is 
implemented because a 
separate horizontal team is 
created to implement FSP 
which reduces core 
productivity. 

Productivity initially set at 
base productivity minus the 
team created for 
implementing FSP. 
Productivity first decreases 
by nearly 5% compared to 
base productivity due to time 
required for inspection of 
errors. Productivity increases 
by 4% w.r.t. base 
productivity over time due to 
reduced efforts and 
automation. Owing to 
reduced productivity, it can 
be inferred that applying FSP 
methodology to cases with 
low similarity is non-
profitable as it requires 
higher efforts than resulting 
savings in efforts. 

Productivity initially set at 
base productivity. 
Productivity increases slowly 
initially, but rapidly later to 
around 10% higher than base 
productivity. Reason for 
pattern attributed to decrease 
in rework and increase in 
productivity due to 
automation which frees up 
resources and increases core 
productivity. 

Productivity increases rapidly 
over time as exploitation of 
high similarities reduce 
errors, re-work and 
inspection early on in the 
process. Productivity on an 
average is 10% higher than 
case with no FSP approach 
and 18% higher than base 
productivity when FSP 
approach is implemented. 
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 No FSP Approach FSP Approach Implemented for different Similarity levels 
  Low Similarity Moderate Similarity High Similarity 

Time for 
inspection 
per 
employee 

Time for inspection per 
employee remains nearly 
constant at 0.05 day or 0.4 hr. 
Since there is no additional 
error prevention or early 
detection therefore time to 
inspect, detect and resolve 
faults remain constant 
throughout the period of 
simulation. 

Time for inspection per 
employee decreases to 0.044 
day from 0.0962 day, i.e. a 
reduction of nearly 54% for a 
case of low similarity. 
However, the time for 
inspection reduces by only 
12% w.r.t. case with no FSP 
implementation 

Time for inspection per 
employee decreases to 0.025 
day, i.e. a reduction of 74% 
from initial value and 
reduction of 50% with 
respect to case with no FSP 
implementation. Reasons for 
the same can be attributed to 
reduced errors and reduced 
inspection time because of 
early detection of errors. 
Productivity (above row) is 
inversely proportional to time 
taken for inspection per 
employee 

Time for inspection per 
employee decreases from 0.1 
day (0.8 hr.) to 0.0045 day at 
the end of simulation. Time 
for inspection reduces owing 
to two causal factors – a) 
Reduction in number of 
errors per employee, b) 
Increase in ratio of work with 
detected faults to work with 
undetected faults and c) 
Increased probability of 
finding existing cause based 
on level of similarity. 

Percentage 
of additional 
Faults 
Prevented 

 
Prevented fault percentage is 
equal to zero as no tools, 
utilities and automation is 
developed to prevent 
occurrence of similar faults. 

Prevented fault percentage 
increases as shown. By end 
of project nearly 9.4% of 
causes identified are 
automated, preventing their 
re-occurrence. 

14% additional faults 
prevented by end of project. 
Comparatively higher 
similarity decreases number 
of distinct causes promoting 
early identification and 
automation. Higher similarity 
also increases probability of 
re-occurrence of automated 
causes which are eliminated, 
preventing errors. 

18.6% faults prevented by 
end of project. As all distinct 
causes are identified by the 
end of project, a higher level 
of similarity facilitates better 
level of error prevention by 
eliminating re-occurrence of 
automated causes. 
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 No FSP Approach FSP Approach Implemented for different Similarity levels 
  Low Similarity Moderate Similarity High Similarity 

Percentage 
of Faults 
Detected 
Early 

In case wherein No-FSP 
approach is implemented, a 
constant number of faults 
(35%) are detected early on 
in the process as calculated 
using pre-FSP data for the 
project. 

The level of early detection 
in case with low-level of 
similarity reaches around 
65% at the end of simulation, 
nearly twice that of extent of 
early detection in a non-FSP 
scenario. 

80% of errors detected early 
on in the process by end of 
simulation. It can be noted 
that, the higher the number of 
faults detected early, lesser 
are faults in post-migration 
deliverables thus reducing re-
work due to propagated 
defects. 

Extent of early detection is 
highest at 93% in case of FSP 
implementation with high 
similarity among 
applications. Given the data 
provided, it can be inferred 
that the applications being 
worked upon were highly 
similar in nature as 95% of 
errors were detected early on 
in the process. 

Total Work 
with 
Undetected 
Faults 

Total work with errors post-
migration reaches nearly 
1320 components averaging 
over 84 applications. 

Total work with undetected 
faults is nearly 60% as 
compared to the case wherein 
no FSP is implemented thus 
increasing quality of service 
by 40% 

Work with errors reduces to 
less than half (38%) as 
compared to non-FSP 
approach. 

Work with errors least in the 
case with high similarity 
between applications. Error 
reduces to 16% in 
comparison to case with no 
FSP implemented. 

Table 5. Summary Report for System Dynamics Simulation of FSP methodology 

 No FSP 
Approach 

FSP Approach Implemented for different Similarity levels 

Low Similarity Moderate Similarity High Similarity 

Fault Analysis 

Work done with errors 1320 809 508 212 

Total work with undetected 
faults inspected 6610 4021 2539 1062 

Total work with faults 
detected early 3560 3991 3871 3180 

Total number of faults 10170 8012 6410 4242 

Percentage reduction in faults 0 20% 37% 60% 

Cost Analysis 

Project Costs 7500000 USD 7700000 USD 7230000 USD 6720000 USD 

Post-Migration Costs 375000 USD 300000 USD 236250 USD 150000 USD 

Total Costs 7875000 USD 8000000 USD 7466250 USD 6870000 USD 

Percentage reduction in Costs 0 (1.6%) (increase in costs) 5.2% (decrease in cost)  12.8% (decrease in cost) 
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4. Conclusion  

This paper has modelled and simulated FSP approach taken for a large migration program. 
Comparisons have been made across four main policies. Policy 1 is plain vanilla approach when ‘No’ 
FSP is implemented, policy 2 with low similarities among applications, policy 3 with average similarity, 
and policy 4 with high similarities. Similarities in this paper have been considered along technology 
spread dimension alone. Simulation results show that FSP approach yields significant cost gains with 
increasing similarities among applications. Amount of rework decreases significantly across all 
similarities bands compared to NO-FSP approach. No productivity gain is observed when similarity is 
low, though gain increases with increase in similarity. There is substantial gain in percentage of fault 
prevention with FSP approach, which increases with increasing similarities among the applications. 
Maximum gain is obtained in work with undetected faults, which decreases drastically to zero with FSP 
approach. Double loop learning powered by discover, diagnosis and design & deployment phases appears 
to be the key to FSP approach. It appears FSP approach should be positioned as methodology for quality 
assurance rather than a tool for reducing the migration effort and cost, even though cost and effort savings 
are also significant when post-migration phase is also taken into account.  

This study exploits the similarities among applications in migration programs. It addresses a class of 
migration programs. The degree of similarity among applications in migration programs is not controlled 
by the user. It is a property of the applications to be migrated. Program management team needs to look 
for these similarities and extent thereof and use this approach to exploit the same in the interest of the 
program stakeholders for efficient fault detection, fault correction and fault prevention. 
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